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Editorial
Hello Skywatcher Reader,
Some of you may well be wondering why I‟ve chosen to have pictures of telescopes and accessories gracing the cover of this issue. For as many years as I can remember, February is Astrofest
month. Think of it as a the biggest trade fair in the calendar for amateur astronomers. This year is
no exception, with a wide variety of vendors (over 30 and all under one roof) eager to trade your
cash for the latest telescope kit and accessories, and to sweeten the pill somewhat, there is also a
full program of talks and sessions courtesy of some of the biggest names on the circuit.
Whether this year‟s event will be the biggest yet is unclear; the fragility of the economy will I
expect have put a dampener on most peoples willingness to invest in the latest gadgets. That
should translate to even keen competition for your pennies, and I‟m sure there will be more than
a few bargains to be had. If you‟re looking to buy your first telescope, upgrade to a larger model,
or just add an accessory or two to your collection, you can be assured of receiving good advice
from all the vendors. Getting there is pretty easy too; it‟s in the Kensington Conference and
Events Centre, just a few hundred yards from Kensington High Street tube station. More details
from the web site at http://www.astronomynow.com/astrofest/index.html.
The pictures by the way, come from Phil Wickson, who spends a lot of time in Japan. He took
these at a local telescope store in Tokyo; as you can see, the variety of hardware on offer is simply incredible, and pretty scary for those of us without capacious wallets.
Regular readers will no doubt notice some changes to the type of articles in this issue on observing-related topics. The members survey indicated that many of you regard yourselves as beginners, so beginning now, I‟m actively targeting those of you that fall into this category with articles that provide you with basic advice and information. First off, I‟m delighted to have past
President Brian Gordon States writing on two of the late-Winter/early Spring constellations, and
Dave Townsend has a great time describing how he got started with observing the night sky using one of the Society loanscopes. I hope to have the Constellations as a regular feature, as well
as some articles in forthcoming issues on buying and using telescopes, the first of which appears
in this issue, in which Chris Hyde tells of his experiences with the 10-inch Meade loanscope.
Well, enough of the editorialising, that all from me folks. Time now to read on…
Peter Dean
Editor
prdean@ntlworld.com
If you would like to contribute an article or other item to Skywatcher, I will be very pleased to
include it. Articles can be any length and images are most welcome, so long as they are yours.
You can send them via email to the address above. I‟m always open to suggestions for ways of
improving the magazine, so please feel free to send me any feedback to the same address.
Alternatively, start a discussion on the Society Bulletin Board.
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Starting from Scratch!
Dave Townsend muses on the experiences of an Astronomy beginner!

The author. All images in this article
courtesy of Dave Townsend

Lots of enthusiasm
but no practical
experience would
neatly summarise
my personal position
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“Lots of enthusiasm but
no practical experience”
would neatly summarise
my personal position.
Having joined GAS in
April, I had been inspired
by the Professor Cox
Sunday night TV series
(Wonders of the Solar
System) and had also
been lucky enough to
spend an awesome evening watching the heavens
through some impressive Ready to go - just darkness needed!
scopes on a holiday trip to
on the interMount Cook in New Zealand. Add net and had also had some good
to that a few talks to GAS members talks with the very helpful guys
at an outreach event at Newlands (Neil & Matt in particular) at AstroCorner and that was my total tele- nomia in Dorking. Luckily howevscope experience!
er , I had joined GAS before making
a purchase decision and having
So, having accepted a generous offer broached this subject with Tony at
from GAS to use one of their “loan my first meeting, the very good adscopes” I was asked by Tony Ques- vice had been “don‟t buy one yet –
ta (who has ownership of such get some experience first!”
The
things) to write a few words to give purchase from Astronomia had
an incite both into the “Tasco” scope therefore been restrained to a very
that was allocated to me and also good pair of Binoculars!
the type of problems and experiences that a complete novice comes up In terms of “what loan telescope
against. So – baring my soul to all would be suitable?” my require– this is it!
ments were focussed on something
that was transportable in the boot of
Before getting to a car. Watching from the patio/
the “nitty griity” garden would be fine but with deferof the experi- ence to light pollution I needed
ence however , something that I could take to a
Its
probably more “light free” environment when
relevant
to circumstances allowed. From the 15
point out that different scopes that GAS currently
my initial idea has for loan, Tony determined that
in terms of a tel- the “Tasco” would be ideal. It is a
escope had been 6” reflector”. The 6” referring to its
to just “go and diameter (which determines how
buy one”. I had much light it is able to collect – the
already
done more the better) and “reflector” resome research
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

ferring to the way the lenses are
organised within the scope itself.
Telescopes that you look in one
end and see out of the other (as
used by Lord Nelson at Trafalgar)
are “refractor” scopes. With a
“reflector “
the eyepiece is
mounted on the
side of the scope‟s
body.

Lots of enthusiasm
but no practical
experience would
neatly summarise
my personal position

Dust cover - yes it does come off !
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Lens Size : Eager to get the maximum possible magnification I initially went for the strongest (and
narrowest diameter) lenses. Far
better to start with a wide (20 25mm) lens to give a wider field
of view.
Controlling Levers: Ensuring that

I picked the scope
up from Tony who
had kindly been
through the basics
of assembly before
we loaded it into
the boot of my car
and over the following week I
managed around 5
hours over 3 eve- Testing Finder Scope Alignment
nings getting to
grips with my new toy. To assist these are on the same side of the
with some basic questions I also scope as the eyepiece significantpopped back to Astronomia a ly simplifies control! Again probcouple of times – and the notes ably should have been obvious but
below reflect both my own experi- not the main point of my attention
ences and a few tips provided by when I first put it all together!
Matt of Astronomia :
Next – where it was more the
First, a few “howlers” which I am equipment than me ! :
sure all regular telescope users Finder Scope: This is the mini
will be thinking “well that should telescope mounted on the main
have been obvious” – but maybe body which is used to line the
useful to a few other complete scope up in the first instance with
novices like me!
your “target” star. It was some
The Dust Cover: this is the black time before I realised that it really
cover at the “up” end of the was the scope and not me that was
scope. Note that this comes to blame for the “target” being
right off to view! This was perfectly visible in the finder
made clear to me long be- scope but not showing in the main
fore I tried things out – but telescope‟s sites . To resolve this,
I was by no means sure! As once I had got the target into the
a point of interest the hole main telescope sites I re-adjusted
left if the smaller remova- the alignment of the finder scope
ble cover alone is removed (and tightened up the fixing bolts
is sometimes (but not al- really securely) so that the “target”
ways) the best way to ob- was in both at the same time.
serve the moon as it is so Thereafter I had no problem.
bright.
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

Erecting Eye Piece and 2 x Barlow . The Tasco came with these
and a number of additional “add
ons” and initially I was uncertain as
to whether they were indeed “add
–ons” or were fundamental to the
initial set up. Good advice received
proved that they can just be ignored
to start with – but no doubt useful
later to the more experienced hand.

Set to Polar Axis - Latitude 51.3deg
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ting the idea of which way to turn
the controlling levers was made a
little easier by having a large target
star to practice on.
“Backward Images” : The fact
that everything appears upside
down and backwards (mirror images) through the lens takes a lot of
getting used to and makes operating
the controls harder than expected. I
spent quite a while moving the con-

And last – tips from experiences good & bad :
Fully tighten all joints : Any
movement in the equipment
greatly reduces effectiveness.
Although I had thought I had
done this from the outset
everything really needed a
second going over!
"Setting Up for Casual
''Casual Set Up (2)''- lens & controls together
Observing" – useful for the
first few evenings . This was a tip trols and then looking at the star
out of the handbook that came with directly (without the scope) to work
the Tasco. By setting the Polar Ax- out the effect that twisting the levis to 90 degrees and the Declina- ers had had. Not sure I am comtion Axis to Zero, this effectively pletely there yet – but lots of pracenables you to "point & shoot" the tice will help!
scope at the desired objective. I “Finding Your Way Around”:
tried this on nights 2 and 3 and as a Had my neighbours been watching
stepping stone it proved quite use- my antics as I shone head torch to
ful. Setting to the star guide, switched off to then look
Polar Axis, which at the heavens to work out what I
enables the “target” was actually looking at , then at the
to be tracked more least they would have had a good
easily as the Earth laugh ! That said it was quietly
spins, was tackled quite pleased to have a better idea
later.
of what was above by the end of
“Targets”:
The each evening. I could do The
brightest seemed plough, pole star and a few other
best. As my garden easier constellations before I started
faces South West I but found a certain satisfaction as
focussed on Arctu- Draco, Bootes, Corona Borealis ,
rus in Bootes (4th Hercules, Lyra and Cygnus all
brightest) to get became a little more recognisable.
things
properly
aligned and to practice moving the scope around. Get(Continued on page 6)
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Major to see how clearly a “double
To sum things up, loan of the tele- star” could be distinguishable with
scope from GAS has literally my new toy!
opened up whole new worlds as far
as I am concerned. Even at this ear- These initial outings had been folly stage I can see that there is great lowed by the purchase of a couple
benefit in getting some
experience in moving
the telescope around
manually and learning
“what is where” in the
sky
before
being
tempted by anything
more sophisticated and
also before determining what is the most
suitable telescope to
eventually buy. As to
how the “Tasco” compares to other Telescopes I have not got a Arcturus is out there somewhere
clue – but it is certainly an excel- of books that are proving invalualent one on which to start.
ble. “Turn left at Orion” by Guy
Consolmagno and Dan Davis is
More good times to come!
written in easy to understand terms
and has sufficient detail to really
bring the star gazing world to life.
Postscript Musings of an
Astronomical Beginner - It is now my adopted hand book –
near the scope on clear evenings
Stage 2
and good casual reading too! The
second book, “From Here to InMy initial outings with the “Tasco”
finity” by John and Mary Gribbin
loan scope had been carried out behas been endorsed by the Royal
tween 10pm and mid-night in early
Observatory, Greenwich and anAugust. The Moon had not figured
swers the many questions that a
significantly at that time and nor
novice to astronomy has – as well
had Jupiter.
as delving into many topics and
My focus had
concepts that should appeal to all
therefore
levels of interest. Excellent readbeen on Arcing!
turus in Bootes
–
the
A clear night just after the full
brightest star
moon of 24th August was the first
at a reasonareal opportunity to look at the
ble angle for
Moon in detail. I started with the
viewing (the
25mm lens coupled with a Moon
summer trianfilter to counteract the brightness
gle of Vega,
level. Tycho, in the southern highDeneb
and
lands was the most prominent feaAltair was a
''Casual Viewing'' - Polar Axis 90 deg
ture, together with a number of
little too perpendicular !)
(Continued on page 7)
and to a lesser extent Mizar in Ursa
(Continued from page 5)
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(Continued from page 6)

Image of Moon showing Tycho, is by
courtesy of Patrick Whitehouse.

bright streaks
that seemed to
emerge from it and extend perhaps
2/3rd across the moons surface.
Some experiments, swapping the
25mm lens for a 9mm one and
then trying this with the 2 x Barlow proved good too, narrowing
the field of view whilst improving the magnification. As long
as things stayed steady this was
just fine – but any little knock of
the scope meant repeating the
process to find the target crater
with the wider lens and then focussing in with the more powerful
one. Such experiments were repeated on another clear night, 28th
August from around 11pm to midnight when the lower intensity and
increased shadows made discerning
individual areas and specific craters
much easier.

x Barlow. I did experiment with a
more powerful 4mm lens but the
field of vision was too small to
make this worthwhile. Having evidently been bitten by the bug completely I actually got up at 4.30am
the next morning to take another
look at both the moon and Jupiter
in a perfectly clear sky and noting
the differences in particular in the
positioning of Jupiter‟s moons from
4 or 5 hours earlier. Only logical
that they should have moved but
good to see it in practice!

The moon was not the only key
subject on 28th August. Jupiter was
very prominent and the four largest
moons (Io, Europa, Ganymede &
Callisto) able to be picked out
clearly with the 25mm lens and enlarged suitably by the 9mm lens + 2

Image of Jupiter and Io is by courtesy of Norman Teasdale
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INTECH Planetarium - Astronomy Day
After a day out at the INTECH Science Centre and Planetarium, John Hodder tells you what you may
have missed.
I had a most enjoyable day at this
event, which was held on Sunday 16
-January. My wife enjoyed it too,
and as it was very well attended it
was fortunate that we arrived early,
with GAS membership letting us
book our places for the various talks
before the general public turned up.
In fact the queues for registration
were so long that our first talk was
delayed by 10 minutes, and Jenny
Shipway preceded her introduction
of the speaker with an apology for
the late start and a plea for help acquiring a pre-booking system, in the
hope that there might be some generous companies represented in the
audience.

We felt we had been
on a very fast roller
coaster by the end
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puter simulations showing the condensation of cold dark matter leading to the birth of stars, galaxies and
galaxy clusters.
Next we went to a “workshop” on
“Light: Messenger of the Stars”,
also lead by Robin Catchpole. This
was held in a meeting room seating
about 30 people, encouraging questions and discussion. Robin started
with a short talk, mentioning that
apart from a few cosmic rays and
neutrinos just about everything astronomers know about the universe
comes to us via electromagnetic radiation, and he then discussed the
usefulness of the various different
wavelengths in giving different
types of information. He showed an
interesting example: a view towards
the centre of our own galaxy in visible light, with much obscured by
dust, and then in the infra-red,
which looked much more like a typical galaxy with the central bulge
fully evident. He also touched on
the fundamental physical constants,
especially the velocity of light, and
even mentioned the Planck Length,
Mass and Time Period, with the
equations relating them. The questions fired at him were thoughtfully
answered.

Our day started with a talk entitled
“A History of the Universe” by Dr.
Robin Catchpole from Cambridge
University. He said he had set himself a tough challenge, because the
aim was to describe “our current
understanding of how everything
was created, from atoms to living
creatures”. This was indeed a wideranging talk, starting with the big
bang, continuing through inflation
to the formation of atoms, the first
stars, galaxies, the relative abundance of the chemical elements, the
solar system, planets, the earth, the
moon, the first life, production of
oxygen, multi-cellular organisms,
After lunch, which included
extinctions, the rise of mammals
“Parsnip and Spicy Apple Soup” –
and finally man, finishing with a
very tasty – we took the chance to
discussion of “self awareness and
play with some of the many handsintelligence”. Wow! We felt we had on science experiments. There were
been on a very fast roller coaster by
lots of really young children obvithe end, and clearly Robin had
ously delighting themselves pushing
much more that he would have liked buttons, pulling levers and turning
to have put in. He is a very impreshandles! How much they were actusive speaker. I was particularly inally learning is a moot point, espeterested in the
Viewing the Partial Solar Eclipse, August 2008 at Newlands Corner
remarkable
Image : J Gaudelli
recent com(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

re. Image: Julia Gaudelli

We took off from Earth
to fly through the
universe, using features
of the planetarium
software not usually
seen in public events
in order to give a true
sense of scale
and distance.

cially if there was no adult to guide
them. But some of the adults were
fascinated: I was particularly intrigued by a demonstration consisting of a rotating table top on which
one could place a ball in the centre
and watch how long it took for it to
be flung off, comparing the behaviour of different sized and weighted
balls. It certainly showed how difficult it is to predict what will happen
when rotation is involved. Another
excellent demonstration consisted of
placing a beach ball in a stream of
air to show how stable it was, both
when in the vertical, but more surprisingly when the stream was 45
degrees from vertical so that the ball
appeared to be hanging unsupported
to one side of the apparatus.
Eventually we dragged ourselves
away to go to a second “workshop”,
“Astrophotography for Beginners”, given by Lilian Hobbs of
Southampton Astronomy Society.
This aimed to show us “how to take
photos of the moon and planets using ordinary digital cameras and almost any telescope”. She demonstrated how to connect a camera or
webcam to a telescope and how to
process the resulting photos, and
showed some super photos of the
moon, Jupiter and Saturn, followed
by delightful videos of the rotation
of Jupiter, all taken with her Meade
ETX-90 which is so small and light
she has taken it all round the world.
Some of her wide angle photos of
Orion, the Horsehead and Flame
nebulae taken with just a camera and
no telescope were also shown,
though the projector did not do them
justice. This was a really friendly
and approachable speaker, who encouraged us all to “have a go” since
there is no need to spend lots of
money and get into lots of technical
complexity.
We went back to the Planetarium
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for “Tides in the Universe”, given
by Professor Malcolm Coe of Southampton University. He demonstrated
how tides occur at all scales, from
the effect of the moon and sun on the
earth‟s oceans, to Jupiter on Io, Saturn on Enceladus etc, right up to the
interaction of galaxies. His research
is into the Magellanic clouds, and he
showed a remarkable video of the
rotation of the Large and Small
Magellanic clouds about each other
leading to tidal effects resulting in
intensive star formation. Interaction
with the Milky Way is much less
important, rather as the sun has less
effect than the moon on the earth‟s
tides. Finally, in response to a question from the audience, he discussed
whether the Magellanic Clouds are
satellites of the Milky Way or “just
passing by” – recent observations
suggest it may be the latter. This was
another interesting talk by a good
speaker.
The final event of the day was a
planetarium show given by Dr. Jenny Shipway (INTECH) entitled “To
the Edge of the Visible Universe”.
As the lights went down and the
stars came out there was an “Ooooh”
from the audience and we were at
last able to experience the largest
capacity planetarium in the UK. We
took off from Earth to fly through
the universe, using features of the
planetarium software not usually
seen in public events in order to give
a true sense of scale and distance.
So, zooming out all the time and
based on actual scientific data, we
were shown the orbits of the International Space Station, then the manmade satellites, out to geostationary
orbits, followed successively by
zooming out to the moon, the asteroids, planets, the voyager satellites,
the Kuiper Belt, the Oort cloud, the
nearest stars, the centre of the Milky
Way and how the stars orbit round it,
to the nearest galaxies, galaxy clus(Continued on page 10)
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We left feeling we had
had a most enjoyable
and successful day

ters, the first galaxies, the first stars,
right out to the Cosmic Microwave
Background Radiation from the Big
Bang. I was interested to see how
some of the stars orbit our galaxy
away from its plane. Particularly impressive was the scene where we left
our galaxy and were shown a view
looking like a star-studded sky again
when in fact what we were seeing
were galaxies, all with their actually
observed positions and brightness.
The technology to achieve all this is
a “state-of-the-art digital projection
system” – apparently there is a bank
of computers running six projectors
spread out around the space, with
advanced software allowing “realtime flight around the universe based
on actual scientific data”. In spite of
the availability of cinema-grade surround sound, what I liked was the
absence of intrusive and overdramatic music, allowing us to listen
to the most informative live commentary by Jenny herself.
We left feeling we had had a most
enjoyable and successful day, which
had been well planned to appeal to
amateur astronomers as well as interested members of the public.
Thank you Intech – we shall come
again.
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Constellation of the Month - Cancer (the Crab)
Brian Gordon-States describes the on Life, the Universe and Everything Else...

Mythology

Finder chart for Cancer

Cancer is one of the twelve zodiacal
constellations and has its origins in
Greek mythology it represents a
crab sent to distract or even kill
Hercules on his mission to destroy a
several headed monster Hydra, but
Hercules kicked it so hard that it
end up in the sky. Another version

says that Hercules crushed the crab
under his foot and the goddess Hera
placed the crab in the night sky.
Where to Find It
Go out around 10pm on a March
evening and you will see Cancer
close to the meridian high in the
south between the constellations of
Gemini which is
to the west and
Leo which is just
to the east.
What is there to
see?
The constellation
does not have
many bright stars;
in fact the brightest is Altarf (β
Cancri) at magnitude 3.5 which is
brighter than what
is designated as
the brightest star,
α Cancri ( Acubens) which is
magnitude 4.3. So
to see the stars clearly you will need
a good dark sky away from light
pollution. The shape of this constellation is like an inverted “Y”.
There are 2 easy to see deep sky
objects, and these are Messier 44
and Messier 67. Messier 44 (or
NGC 2632) is known as Praesepe in
the west, and somewhat interestingly known in the east by the Chinese
as the „exhalation of piled up corpses‟, but more commonly known as
The Beehive. This open star cluster
lies at a distance of some 500 light
years from Earth and has stars that

Finder chart for M44. Telrad circles show fields of view for 2
and 1 degree diameters respectively.
Page 11
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range from 3.5 to 9th magnitude. In dark skies with dark
adapted eyes this cluster can
be seen with the naked eye.
M44 is a beautiful object in
binoculars and low power in
short focal length telescopes.
M44 lies just above the point
of the “V” of the inverted “Y”
of Cancer.
M44.

Messier 67 (NGC2682) is another
open star cluster with magnitudes
ranging from 7 to 10. It lies at a distance
of

Acubens (alpha {α} Cancri) A5V type
star – lies at a distance of 159 light
years – magnitude 4.3
Altarf (Beta {β} Cancri) K4 type star –
lies at a distance of 200 light years =
magnitude 3.5
ζ Cancri (Zeta Cancri) - dGO type
star – lies at a distance of 70 light years
– magnitude 4.7
Phi² Cancri – dA4 type star – lies at a
distance of 400 light years
magnitude 5.6
Asellus Borealis (Gamma {γ) Cancri)
A1 type star – lies at a distance of 150
light years – magnitude 4.7
Asellus Borealis (Delta {σ} Cancri –
K0 type star – lies at a distance of 150
light years – magnitude 3.9
Iota Cancri {ι} dG8 type star - lies at a
distance of 300 light years – magnitude
3.9.

Finder chart for M67. Telrad circles show fields of view for 4, 2
and 1 degree diameters respectively.

around 2,500 light years. It is easy
to find and it binoculars appears as a hazy area – almost
nebulous. Telescopes will resolve it into stars, another
beautiful object. It is believed
be between 3.5 and 5 billion
years old
There are many galaxies in this
constellation, but most are of
15th magnitude or dimmer and
so large telescopes are needed
to see these.

This constellation may be small –
but it is well worth having a look
through the above objects- howeveryou need to avoid the Moon to see
these deep sky objects, so the Moon
phases for February are in the table
below. On the 15th the Moon will
be in the preceding constellation of
Gemini and 91% illuminated, on the
16th it will be in Cancer and 97%
illuminated, on the 16th it will still
be in Cancer and 97% illuminated,
and on the 17th will have moved
into Leo where it will be 100% lit.
The Moon for February
New 1st quarter Full Last quarter
3rd
11th 18th 24th
Refs:
www.wikipedia.org
E. Karkoschka – The Observers Sky Atlas

The main Stars are:
M67
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Thoughts on the GAS 10-inch Meade SCT
Chris Hyde reviews his experiences with this telescope...
I was interested in astronomy in my early
teens, however my attention went elsewhere
for the following 35 years and it was only a
couple of years ago that my interest rekindled and led me to buy a new telescope. I
should have joined GAS at that stage, before plunging into buying a telescope, however I didn‟t wait and bought a 5-inch GOTO.
I had reasoned that the tracking and computerised finding would help when showing
objects to my wife and 12-year old daughter. But for a while I found the scope frustrating, as it has been built down to a price
and there were inevitable compromises.
The optics seem fine (to my untrained eyes),
but the tripod is too flimsy. Also, I found
the GOTO system more of a hindrance than
a help mainly because of problems keeping
the tripod firmly in position and a couple of
other technical issues which meant that it
would lose alignment.

I have enjoyed the
benefits of trying a
couple of 10-inch
aperture telescopes of
different designs, and
this has helped me
form a decision on my
next purchase

I rather longed for a scope that I could just
carry outside and start observing. In fact, I
have now overcome these issues to some
extent and appreciate the GOTO rather
more, but still want a manual scope, with
bigger aperture and conveniently portable
for those rare moments when I have a bit of
time and the sky is clear.
So I have been pondering
on a new scope, and GAS
provides a great opportunity to get a sense of the
characteristics of different
scopes with its array of
loan scopes. I borrowed
the Meade 10-inch SCT,
(Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope), as this was the
size (though not the type)
of aperture that I had considered upgrading to.
My first impressions were
that the engineering was
very sturdy, and it seemed
well made, which I appreciated given the problems
that I had with my scope. I was particularly
impressed with the strong tripod (a heavy
duty version with 2-inch tubular legs),
mount and wedge which, unlike my own
scope, didn‟t vibrate with the slightest
touch. Of course it is heavy, and setting it
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up is best done with somebody else on hand.
I enjoyed the extra light-gathering ability of
the 10-inch optics, especially when observing at low magnification well known objects
such as the Orion nebula, the Double Cluster, the Beehive Cluster and the Andromeda
Galaxy. I took it to the darker skies of
Wales and enjoyed showing some of the
delights of the night sky to my family. I
also found it was relatively easy to track
manually, even with only an approximate
polar alignment. I found it less good observing at higher magnifications, for example at x160. I checked the collimation but I
could not see anything wrong, though I am
not experienced with SCTs and preferred
not to fiddle too much.
A valuable learning point for me was that
the way I observe, in shortish sessions, requires a scope which is easy to set up and a
10-inch SCT is a little too heavy for quick
and convenient set up. There were a couple
of occasions when I considered going out to
observe but resisted at the thought of setting
up the heavy SCT.
I have returned the SCT and I am currently
borrowing the GAS 10-inch Dobsonian
which also confirms the view I formed with
the SCT, which is that I need something a
little smaller. So, thanks
to GAS I have enjoyed
the benefits of trying a
couple of
10-inch aperture telescopes of different designs, and this has helped
me form a decision on my
next purchase: an 8-inch
Dobsonian will soon be
joining my 5 inch GOTO.
Maybe at a slightly later
stage in my life, when I
do not need to get up early to go to work and can
enjoy longer observing
sessions, or have more
time to travel to darker
sites, then it may be
worthwhile buying a larger aperture telescope.
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The Night Sky in February

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at midnight on the 15th February.
The sky will look roughly the same at 1am on the 1st, and at 11pm at month-end. North is at the
top.
Early evenings in February are favourable for taking a look at the brightest star in the sky, Sirius, in
the constellation Canis Major. On most evenings, it will appear to be twinkling violently with various colours clearly evident. Is is however pure white. The twinkling is due to a combination of its
brightness (magnitude -1.46) and low altitude. If you have binoculars, once you‟ve finished with
Sirius, go south several degrees to find the conspicuous open cluster M41.
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Observing Almanac - February
Date

Sunset

Twilight
Ends

Twilight
starts

Sunrise

Moonrise

Moonset

Moon-free Starting at
Observing
Time

Feb-01

16:46

18:43

05:38

07:34

07:00

15:19

10:54

18:43

Feb-02

16:49

18:45

05:37

07:33

07:20

16:30

10:52

18:45

Feb-03

16:51

18:46

05:35

07:31

07:39

17:40

10:49

18:46

Feb-04

16:52

18:47

05:34

07:28

07:55

18:47

10:46

18:47

Feb-05

16:53

18:49

05:33

07:28

08:11

19:55

09:37

19:55

Feb-06

16:55

18:51

05:31

07:25

08:26

21:01

08:29

21:01

Feb-07

16:58

18:52

05:30

07:24

08:42

22:07

07:22

22:07

Feb-08

17:00

18:53

05:28

07:22

09:03

23:15

06:13

23:15

Feb-09

17:01

18:55

05:26

07:20

09:26

00:22

05:04

00:22

Feb-10

17:02

18:58

05:25

07:19

09:56

01:30

03:55

01:30

Feb-11

17:04

18:58

05:22

07:16

10:36

02:35

02:47

02:35

Feb-12

17:07

19:01

05:22

07:15

11:25

03:37

01:44

03:37

Feb-13

17:08

19:02

05:19

07:13

12:00

04:30

00:49

04:30

Feb-14

17:10

19:04

05:18

07:11

12:55

05:13

00:04

05:13

Feb-15

17:12

19:06

05:16

07:10

13:45

05:49

Feb-16

17:13

19:07

05:15

07:07

15:07

06:16

Feb-17

17:16

19:08

05:13

07:05

16:32

06:40

Feb-18

17:17

19:10

05:10

07:04

18:01

07:03

Feb-19

17:19

19:13

05:09

07:01

19:28

07:24

00:15

19:13

Feb-20

17:21

19:13

05:07

07:00

20:55

07:46

01:41

19:13

Feb-21

17:22

19:16

05:04

06:58

22:21

08:11

03:04

19:16

Feb-22

17:25

19:17

05:03

06:55

23:43

08:41

04:25

19:17

Feb-23

17:27

19:19

05:01

06:54

01:02

09:18

19:19

Feb-24

17:28

19:21

04:58

06:52

02:13

10:04

05:42
06:52

Feb-25

17:30

19:22

04:56

06:49

03:12

10:40

07:49

19:22

Feb-26

17:31

19:25

04:55

06:48

04:00

19:25

17:34

19:25

04:52

06:45

04:35

11:27
12:03

08:34

Feb-27

09:10

19:25

Feb-28

17:36

19:28

04:50

06:43

05:04

13:10

09:22

19:28

None

19:21

Use the table above to find out when the Moon is below the horizon if you want to observe deepsky objects. Alternatively, if you want to observe the Moon, you can use it to find out Moonrise/
set and how long it will be above your horizon. Times are in local time (ie, the time you‟d use to
set your alarm clock).
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What’s Up - February
Mercury is not visible this month as it passes behind the Sun (superior conjunction) on February 25th.
Venus is now visible in the eastern morning skies shining at a magnitude of -4.2 at the beginning of the month. It rises a couple of hours before sunrise and is high in the sky at dawn.
As the month opens its angular size is 19” and is 61% illuminated. By month end, it is 16”
across and shines at magnitude -4.1.
Mars is not visible this month as it passes behind the Sun (superior conjunction) on February 4th.
Jupiter. The early evening skies continue to be dominated by Jupiter, shining at magnitude
-2.2 in the south-western sky after sunset. It is now approaching the end of the current apparition. At the start of the month it sets just after 9pm and by month end it has set around
8pm. On the first day of the month it is 30 degrees high, an hour after sunset, but by month
end the altitude will have very noticeably halved to 15 degrees. A small telescope will easily
pick up Jupiter's four satellite moons as they weave their way around it. The thin waxing
crescent Moon is close to Jupiter on February 6th/7th.
Saturn. Saturn takes Jupiter‟s place in the evening sky at around 10.30pm at the beginning
of the month and around 9pm at the end. It is much fainter, magnitude +0.6 but is still a
prominent object in the surrounding star field. The rings are continuing to widen, now tilted
more than 10 degrees. Through a telescope, Saturn‟s diameter is 42” with the planet‟s disc
at 19”. Small telescope owners can now see if a dark band that separates the A and B rings
(the Cassini Division) is visible. Saturn's brightest moon, Titan, should be easily visible at
magnitude +8. It will lie above the planet on February 5th, again on the 21st, and below on
the 12th and 28th. If you have a 8-inch or larger telescope, you may be able to spot three
other moons: Tethys, Dione and Rhea. On the night of the 4th/5th they will form a tight triangle to the left of Saturn.
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M46, M47, M93

M44 (Praesepe), M67

Puppis

Cancer

C45 (NGC5248)

Bootes

NGC5466

M49, M58, M59, M60, M61, M84, M86, M87, M89, M90, C52 (NGC4697)

M64, M85, M88, M91, M98, M99, M100, C35 (NGC4889), C36
(NGC4559), C38 (NGC4565)

M53, NGC 5033 Mel 111

Coma Berenices

Virgo

M51 (Whirlpool), M63 (Sunflower), M94,M106, C1, NGC4449), C26
(NGC4244), C29 (NGC5005), C32,NGC4631)

M3

M81, M82, M101, M108, M109

Canes Venatici

M97 (Owl)

M65, M66, NGC3628, M95, M96, M105, C40 (NGC3626)

M40

C60 (NGC4038), C61 (NGC4039)

C53 (NGC3115)

C48 (NGC2775)

Leo

Ursa Major

Corvus

Hydra

C59 (NGC3242 – Ghost of Jupiter)

M41C58 (NGC2360), C64 (NGC2362)

Canis Major

M48

C46 (NGC2261 – Hubble‟s Variable), C49 (NGC2237 – Rosette)

M50, C50 (NGC2244), C54 (NGC2506)

Monoceros

Sextans

C39 (NGC2392 - Eskimo)

M35

C25

C31 (IC405 – Flaming Star)

Gemini

Lynx

Auriga

M36, M37, M38

M42, M43, M78

Orion

M79

M45 Pleiades, C41 (Mel 25 – Hyades)

Taurus

Lepus

C24 (NGC1275 – Perseus A)

M34, C14 (NGC869 / 884 – Double)

Perseus
M1 (Crab)

M31, M32, M110, M33, C28 (NGC752)

C28 (NGC752)

Galaxy

Andromeda

Nebula
C17 (NGC147), C18 (NGC185)

Open Cluster & Asterism

M52, M103, C8 NGC559), C10 (NGC663)
C13 (NGC457)

Globular

Cassiopea

Constellation

Messier, Caldwell and other selected Deep Sky Objects – February to March Summary

The Night Sky in March

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at midnight on the 15th March. The
sky will look roughly the same at 1am on the 1st, and at 11pm at month-end. North is the top.
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Observing Almanac - March
Date

Sunset

Twilight
Ends

Twilight
starts

Sunrise

Moonrise

Moonset

Moon-free Starting at
Observing
Time

Mar-01

17:37

19:30

04:49

06:40

05:26

14:19

09:19

19:30

Mar-02

17:38

19:31

04:46

06:39

05:46

15:28

09:15

19:31

Mar-03

17:40

19:32

04:45

06:37

06:03

16:37

09:12

19:32

Mar-04

17:43

19:34

04:41

06:34

06:18

17:43

09:07

19:34

Mar-05

17:43

19:37

04:40

06:31

06:34

18:51

09:02

19:37

Mar-06

17:46

19:38

04:37

06:30

06:50

19:57

08:40

19:38

Mar-07

17:47

19:40

04:35

06:28

07:10

21:02

07:33

21:02

Mar-08

17:49

19:42

04:33

06:25

07:31

22:10

06:22

22:10

Mar-09

17:51

19:43

04:31

06:24

07:58

23:17

05:13

23:17

Mar-10

17:52

19:46

04:28

06:20

08:33

00:22

05:12

00:22

Mar-11

17:55

19:47

04:25

06:19

09:18

01:25

03:00

01:25

Mar-12

17:55

19:49

04:24

06:16

10:15

02:19

02:04

02:19

Mar-13

17:58

19:52

04:22

06:15

11:22

03:05

01:16

03:05

Mar-14

18:00

19:52

04:19

06:13

03:43

00:35

03:43

Mar-15

18:01

19:55

04:16

06:10

12:37

04:13

00:02

04:13

Mar-16

18:02

19:57

04:13

06:07

14:00

04:40

Mar-17

18:04

19:58

04:11

06:05

15:25

05:03

Mar-18

18:07

20:01

04:09

06:03

16:52

05:25

Mar-19

18:07

20:02

04:07

06:01

18:19

05:46

Mar-20

18:10

20:04

04:04

05:58

19:47

06:10

Mar-21

18:12

20:07

04:01

05:56

21:16

06:40

01:08

20:07

Mar-22

18:13

20:08

03:58

05:54

22:40

07:15

02:31

20:08

Mar-23

18:15

20:10

03:57

05:52

00:31

07:58

04:21

20:10

Mar-24

18:16

20:12

03:54

05:49

01:02

08:52

04:50

20:12

Mar-25

18:17

20:13

03:52

05:48

01:55

09:56

05:42

20:13

Mar-26

18:19

20:16

03:49

05:45

02:35

11:03

06:19

20:16

Mar-27

18:22

20:17

03:46

05:43

03:07

06:49

20:17

Mar-28

18:22

20:19

03:43

05:40

03:31

12:11

07:11

20:19

Mar-29

18:25

20:22

03:40

05:39

03:52

13:21

07:18

20:22

Mar-30

18:27

20:23

03:39

05:35

04:09

14:28

07:15

20:23

Mar-31

18:28

20:27

03:35

05:34

04:25

15:36

07:08

20:27

None

Use the table above to find out when the Moon is below the horizon if you want to observe deep-sky
objects. Alternatively, if you want to observe the Moon, you can use it to find out Moonrise/set and
how long it will be above your horizon. Times are in local time (ie, the time you‟d use to set your
alarm clock).
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